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ALGEBRAIC EQUIVALENCE OF LOCALLY
NORMAL REPRESENTATIONS

MASAMICHI TAKESAKI

It will be shown that (i) the absolute value of every locally
normal linear functional is again locally normal; (ii) two locally
normal representations πi and π2 of S/ generate isomorphic
von Neumann algebras ^(πϊ) and ^ ^ ( π 2 ) if and only if there
exists an automorphism a of S>/ such that πx o β and π2 are
quasi-equivalent, provided that either ^(πϊ) or ^^(τr2) is a-
finite.

This paper is motivated by a recent work [6] of R. Haag. R. V.
Kadison and D. Kastler. As they mentioned, the recent progress in
mathematical physics has made a precise analysis of representations of
a C*-algebra furnished with a net of von Neumann algebras a growing
necessity.

In the first half of this paper, we shall show that the space of
all locally normal linear functionals of a C*-algebra with a net of
von Neumann algebras is a closed invariant subspace of the conjugate
space in the sense of [14], which will imply that the absolute value
of a locally normal linear functional is locally normal too.

The last half of this paper will be devoted to extending a result
of Powers [11] for UHF algebra to a C*-algebra sf with a proper
sequential type 1^ funnel. Namely it will be shown that two locally
normal representations πλ and π2 of the C*-algebra s%? generate iso-
morphic von Neumann algebras if and only if they are connected by
an automorphism of s^. This is proven under the assumption that
one of the generated von Neumann algebras is σ-finite.

2* The locally normal conjugate space of a C*-algebra with
a net of von Neumann algebras* Let Szf be a C*-algebra. Suppose
a system % = (j&Q of C*-subalgebras of s>f indexed by a directed
set {a} is given such that:

( i ) j^ς is a von Neumann subalgebra of j ^ if a ^ β;
(ϋ) \}a^fa is dense in s^ with respect to the norm topology.

The system % = {s/a} is called a net (in Ssf) of von Neumann algebras
and each j^ς is called local subalgebra of

DEFINITION 1. A continuous linear functional φ (resp. representa-
tion π) of J^f is said to be locally normal if φ (resp. π) is σ-weakly
continuous on each local subalgebra

807
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PROPOSITION 2. Let V be the set of all locally normal linear
functionals on a C*-algebra J^f with a net % — {J^C} of von Neumann
algebras. Then V is a closed, invariant subspace of J^f*. Namely,
if φe j y * is locally normal, then aφ and φa, ae Ssf, are both lo-
cally normal, where aφ and φa defined by aφ(x) = φ(xa) and φa(x) =
φ(ax), xeszf.

Therefore, there exists a unique central projection zQ of the uni-
versal enveloping von Neumann algebra J&? of s$f, the second con-
jugate space of Jzf as a Banach space, such that

Zoj^* = V .

Proof. Let {φn} be a sequence in V converging to ^ e J / * with
respect to the norm topology. For each a, we have

\\<pUa ~ ΦnWa\\ ^ \\φ ~ 9>«||—0

as n—>oo; hence {φn\^J converges to φ\s/a. Since the predual j^fa*
of each j^ς is complete, φ\^a belongs to j ^ * , so that φ is locally
normal. Hence V is closed.

Take an arbitrary element φe V. Let a be an element of s$fa.
For each β, there exists an index 7 such that a ^ 7, β ^ 7. Since
φ\ss îs normal and a is in j^J, aφ\^ is normal, so that

is normal. Hence aφ belongs to V. Therefore, if a belongs to
then aφ is locally normal. If a is an arbitrary element of j^f, then
there exists a sequence {an} in U j ^ such that

lim||α - an\\ = 0
n~*oo

hence

l i m 11 aφ — anφ \ \ ^ l i m \\a — an\\\\φ\\ = 0 .

Therefore aφ belongs to V since V is closed. By symmetry, φa is
also in V. Hence V is invariant.

The last half of our assertion follows from the fact that V is
invariant as a subspace of sί/* by [14]. This completes that proof.

As an immediate consequence of the above result, we get

COROLLARY 3. In the same situation as Proposition 1, if φe
is locally normal, then the absolute value \φ\ of φ, in the sense of
the polar decomposition, is locally normal too. In particular, if

is locally normal and self-adjoint, then the positive part φ*
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and the negative part φ~~ of φ are both locally normal.

This generalizes a result [6; Proposition 6] of Haag, Kadison and
Kastler.

PROPOSITION 4. In the same situation as before, V is weak*
sequentially complete. That is, if φ is a weak* limit of a sequence
[Ψr] of locally normal linear functionals, then ψ is locally normal
too.

This follows directly from the weak sequential completeness of
the predual j^ς* of each JK, see for example [12].

3* Algebraic equivalence of locally normal representations*
First of all, we recall the definition of algebraic equivalence of two
representations given by Powers [11]:

DEFINITION 5. Let (π19 βέ^) and (τr2, <%%) be two representations
of a C*-algebra Stf. If the von Neumann algebras ^£{pl) and ^^(π 2)
generated by π^Szf) and π2(j^) respectively are isomorphic, then πx

and τr2 are said to be algebraically equivalent.

The following is a slight modification of a definition given by
Haag, Kadison and Kastler [6].

DEFINITION 6. A sequential type 1^ funnel {ĵ ς} of a C*-algebra
is said to be proper if each relative commutant JK' Γ) X + i of
in JK+i is of type JL.

The following lemma is a modification of Glimm and Kadison's result
[3].

LEMMA 7. Let ^^ be a von Neumann algebra generated by an
increasing sequence {J^J of C*-algebras, each of which contains the
identity 1 of ^f. Let *%f(*s#Q denote the group of all unitary oper-
ators of J K Then the union (J?=i ^(*SK) is strongly dense in the
group ^(^-fί) of unitary operators of

Proof. Take an arbitrary unitary operator ue^(M). There
exists a self-adjoint operator h e ^^ such that u = exp (2πih) and
\\h\\ ^ 1. Since (j£=i ^K is a strongly dense *-subalgebra of ^f, there
exists, by Kaplansky's density theorem [2: Th. 3, p. 43], a net {hj}jeJ

of self-adjoint elements in \J7=1JK such that {hj}jeJ converges
strongly to h and \\hό\\ ̂  1. Put uό = exp (2πίhs), j e J. Since each hj
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belongs to some j*ς, uά belongs to (J~=i ̂ (J^O- By the strong con-
tinuity of the functional calculus on the bounded set of self-adjoint
elements (see [10]), the net {uό} converges strongly to u. This com-
pletes the proof.

LEMMA 8. Let ^ be a σ-finite (countably decomposable) von
Neumann algebra. Suppose j y and & are type 1^ sub factors of
^£ with properly infinite relative commutants Sf* Π ^ and
Then there exists a unitary operator u in ^ such that

Proof. Let {uifj: i, j = 1,2, •} and {vifj: i, j = 1,2, •} be matrix
units of Szf and & respectively. Put e = uuι and / = vltl. Then e
and / are minimal projections in s%f and & respectively. Since
jy" Π <^ is properly infinite, j y " Π ̂ € contains an infinite sequence
{pn} of equivalent orthogonal projections with Σ pn = 1. For each
index n, let %n be a partial isometry in jy" Π ̂  such that wί^Λ = px

and ^%^* = pn. Then we have

(une)*{une) = βu*^we = βpx

{une){une)* = ^ w β ^ ί = epw .

Hence {epw} is an infinite sequence of equivalent orthogonal projections
with Σ?=i e^w — e> which means that e is a properly infinite projection
in ^ . Similarly / is a properly infinite projection in ^£. Since e
and / both have central support 1, they are equivalent in ^f, that
is, there exists a partial isometry w e ̂ € with w*w = β and ww* = /
because of the σ-finiteness of ^ . Put

oo

^ = Σ vi}lwulΛ .
i = l

Then we have

— Σ uiΛw*wuui
ΐi

Σ w*ΛΛ,i = Σ ί̂,ί= Σ
= 1;

similarly

M * = 1 .

Hence u is a unitary operator in ^ . By a straightforward calcula-
tion, we have

uui>άu* = vitj, i, j = 1, 2,
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hence we have

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 9. Let ^ be a σ-finite von Neumann algebra generated
by a C*-algebra *S*f with a proper sequential type 1^ funnel
where we assume each j%fn to be a von Neumann subalgebra of
Suppose & is a type 1^ factor contained in ^ with properly in-
finite relative commutant £%?' Π ̂ C For any σ-strong* neighborhood^
U of the identity 1 in ^€, there exists n and a unitary operator u
in U such that

u&u-1 c JK

Proof. By Lemma 8, there exists a unitary operator v e ^£ such
that v.^v~γ = j&[. Since v~x is in ^€, it follows from Lemma 7 that
there exists a unitary operator w e <s%C such that w e Uv1. Put u —
wv. Then u belongs to U and

[~ι c

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 10. Suppose ^f, S^ and {J&Q are as in Lemma 9. Sup-
pose & and . ^ are both type JL subfactors of M such that & c ^
and the relative commutant &{ Π ̂ € is properly infinite. Suppose
u is a unitary operator in ^ί such that

u^u~x c JKO

For any σ-strong* neighborhood U of 1 in ^//, there exist a unitary
operator uλ and index n1 > n0 such that

( i ) u^ur1 c JKy}
(ii) U^UT1 = uxw1 for every xe &\
(iii) u{orι e U.

Proof. Put ^ = u^u-1 and <ĝ  = u.^w1. Then ^ and ^
are both type JL subfactors of ^/f with properly infinite relative
commutant in ^ff. Put Λf = c^?t π ^#^ Since ^ is a type I sub-
factor of ^^, ^ ^ is decomposed into the tensor product:

1} The <7-strong* topology in a von Neumann algebra ^y^ is defined as the locally
convex topology induced by the family of seminorms: a G ^ —>pω(x) = ω(x*x + xx*)1!2,
where ω runs over all normal states of ^&. The σ-strong* topology agree with the
strong operator topology on the unitary group of ^ ^ , but their uniform structures
are different.
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If JK => ^ , then s$fn is also decomposed with respect to this tensor
product:

Since \J Jϊfn generates ^ , U~=i ( ^ ' ΓΊ JK) generates ^ ' Π ^
Let & be the uniform closure of (JΓ=i 0^ ' Π JK) Then ^ has a.
sequential type I funnel {<£" n JK} Since

-1 c K0

by assumption, ^ ' Π J^ζ is properly infinite for n > n0 because

Moreover, we have, for n > n0,

0^' π s$fny n &" π JK+I) ^ ̂ ' n JK' n x + i

hence {$g" n JK)' Π ( ^ ' Π J/w+1) is properly infinite. Hence the type
loo funnel {^' Π JK}w>«0 of & is proper. Put ^ = ̂ " Π ̂ . Then
i^ί is a type 1^ subfactor of ^4^. Since

a ^ n ̂ r = ̂ ( ^ / n
£ L̂ has a properly infinite relative commutant Sίl Π ̂ Vl By Lemma
9, there exists a unitary operator v e U Π - ^ and an index nt such
that v^v1 c (j^ςi n ^ ' ) c J ^ J . Put uλ = vu. Then ^ is in ̂ £ and
^u" 1 is in U. For each x e &, uxu~ι is in ̂  hence it commutes with
v, so that

^ T ^v"1 — uxvr1 .

Since

&v"1 c

we have

U ( ^ ' Π ^ i ) ) " ^ 1

r1 u ̂ ( ^ ' n M)^ 1 )"

= (ΐf U v^^" 1 ) " c (JKO U

This completes the proof.
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LEMMA 11. Suppose ^f, sf and {JK} a^e as in Lemma 9. Sup-
φose & is another C*-subalgebra of ^€ with a proper sequential
type loo funnel {.i^J, which is σ-weakly dense in ^t. Then there
exists a unitary operator u e ̂  such that

hence

Proof. By the σ-finiteness of ^£Ί there exists a faithful normal
state φ of ^/ί. Define a distance function d on ̂ € by:

d(x, y) = {φ((x - y)*(x - y)) + <p((x - y)(x - τ/)*)}}1/2, x, y e ^ .

Then the topology induced by the metric d coincides with the σ-strong*
topology on the bounded part of ^ C Furthermore, the group ^ of
all unitary operators of ^ί€ is complete with respect to this metric d.

By induction, we construct increasing sequences {^}, {^} of type
ioo subfactors of ^C, a sequence {u^i = 1, 2, •} of unitary operators
in ^£ and increasing sequences {wj and {mj of integers with the
properties:

c

for ί = 1, 2,

for i = 1, 2, •••, k;

\χχ±ι tΛ/̂ 'λ •^ ̂ ^2i " — v^2,i •l*^'^'2'ΐ< 1 JLvX el/ >3 Ĝ * ^ y

for i = 1, 2, •••, &;

(iv) d(Wi, wi+1) < 1/2*

for i = 1, 2, •• ,2&.
For & = 1, we choose m, = 0, ̂  = 1 and ̂  = J ^ . Then by

Lemma 8, there exists a unitary operator ux such that

Consider the triplet ( ^ , j ^ , ur1) as (.̂ T, ̂ , u) in Lemma 10. Then
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we can find a unitary operator v e ̂ £ and index m2 such that

vJK^iV-1 = vj^2v~ι c ^ 2

vxv~ι = ̂ r 1 ^ for every xec^?

1\

d(uτ\ v) < £ .

Put M2 = v and ^ ί
Suppose {nlf , nk}, {m19 , mfc}, {^, , ̂ } , {^, , ̂ } and

{ul9 •• ,w2*} have been chosen so that condition (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
are satisfied. Applying Lemma 10 to {2fk9 ^P^+i, u2k], we can find an
index nk+1 and a unitary operator u2k+1 such that

^ for a; e ̂ i

Put ^ + 1 = ίWi^fc+i^+i. Since

contains J^ f c + 1 . Now again applying Lemma 10 to the triplet
i> ̂ K^ +i+u 2̂ΛVI}> we can choose an index mk+1 and a unitary

operator u2{k+1) in ̂ ^f such that

k+1 for a; e ̂ . f l

Put ^ A + 1 -
Hence the existence of sequences {raj, {wj, {^J, {^} and {%J has

been established. From condition (i) it follows that

\J^fi = \J&i and U &i = U ^ .

From condition (iv), {uk} is a Cauchy sequence of unitary operators
with respect to the metric d. Hence uk converges σ-strongly* to a
unitary operator u of ^//. By condition (iii), for every #e,^4. + 1 , we
have

for each & ̂  2i. Hence we have

Thus we have
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OO OO

This completes the proof.

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 11, we have the following
extension of a corresponding result of Powers for UHF-algebras in
[11].

THEOREM 12. Suppose Sz? is a C*-algebra with a proper sequencial
type Ico funnel {J&Q. Suppose {πlf Sίf^ and {τr2, J^t} are two locally
normall representations of s/. Suppose either the von Neumann
algebra ^(π^) generated by πj^j^f) or the one ^^(ττ2) generated by
7Γ2(J^) is σ-finite. Then the representations πλ an π2 are algebraically
equivalent if and only if there exists an automorphism σ of S%f such
that the representations π1 and π2*σ are quasi-equivalent. If this is
the case, then σ may be chosen such that 0"(U~=i ^K) = U^=i <

Proof. If there exists an automorphism σ of Stf such that πx

and τr2o0 are quasi-equivalent, then there exists an isomorphism p of
^(π^) onto the von Neumann algebra ^C(ττ2 o σ) generated by ττ2 o σ(Ssf)
such that poπλ = π2oσ. But it is clear that ^t(π2oσ) = ^C(π 2 ) .
Hence p implements the algebraic equivalence of π1 and ττ2.

Suppose ^€(π^) is σ-finite. Since S^f is simple (see [6: Proposi-
tion 10]), π1 is an isomorphism of Ssf into ^(jz^). Hence we may
identity sz? with the subalgebra π^jzf) of ^(πj which generates

Suppose p is an isomorphism of ^f(π2) onto ^fa). Put
P°7Γ2(J^) and &n = poπ2{ssfn). Then ^€(jι^, Stf, {JK} and ^ ,

satisfy all the assumptions of Lemma 11. Hence there exists a
unitary operator u in ^(π^ such that

1 = U ^n .
/ n—l

Define a map σ of Szf into Sf by

σ(χ) — u~ιp o π2(x)u , x e

Then we have, for x e S>A

π1 o σ(x) = σ(x) = u(p o π2(x))u~ι

hence π1 © σ is unitary equivalent to p o π2 and p o ττ2 is quasi-equivalent
to τr2 by definition, so that 7^0(7 and π2 are quasi-equivalent. This
completes the proof.
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COROLLARY 13. If jzf is a C*-algebra with a proper sequential
type loo funnel, then the group of automorphisms of Jzf acts transi-
tively on the set of all locally normal pure states.

The author would like to express his thanks to Professor H. A.
Dye for his kind hospitality at U. C. L. A. and he is indebted to
Professor Herman who called his attention to the work [6] Haag,
Kadison and Kastler.
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